Knowledge-based economy: wealth owners portfolio choices and financialisation. A wealth supply analysis

INTRODUCTION

The present article is aimed at providing a theoretical explanation of how relevant phenomena characterising knowledge-based economy can be logically interpreted based on both the evolution of macroeconomic theory and management science. As a starting point, it is possible to emphasise that the present, knowledge-based economy phase of development can be considered a period characterised by low profitability of investment in physical capital and tangible assets (Cf. Valente, 2020a). Based on Keynesian models in which variously conceived acceleration mechanisms are at work, a fall in profitability of investments in physical capital and tangible assets can be logically expected to derive from an increase in income inequalities and a reduction in the physical capital accumulation rate and GDP growth rate, as observed in main market economies since the 1980s.

Based on those conclusions, the present work analyses financialisation, focusing in particular on the fact that, unlike typically assumed in mainstream and heterodox economic theory, physical capital is not the only asset in which wealth owners can lock their fortune. The arguments presented here allow the confirmation of the hypothesis that when assets other than physical capital are available,
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they can also form fruitful means of preserving wealth and purchasing power by wealth owners. When, as nowadays, increases in income inequalities and stagnation of economic growth occur in an economic system, the realisation of investments in physical capital and other assets more directly connected with production needs and used as productive factors can be expected to become less profitable. The profitability of assets not connected with production needs, on the other hand, can be expected to rise in either absolute or relative terms.

The primary aim of this work is then twofold. The first aim is to indicate that a relevant phenomenon of portfolio choice change can be considered to be at work on the capital – or rather wealth – supply side. The second one relates to the effects of such empirical evidence on the functioning of macroeconomic models based on economic theory. This argues that when assets other than innovation and physical and human capital exist, it is not reasonable to assume that some automatic forces stabilising the economic system will appear. In this case, it is not possible to expect that a tendency to reabsorb initial income inequality increases through higher investments in the accumulation of physical capital – or other productive factors – will autonomously appear in the economic system. As a consequence, the neoclassical automatic counterbalancing mechanisms interlinking higher income inequalities with higher physical capital and human capital accumulation and innovation cannot be expected to be at work. Based on a mix of both primary and secondary data analysis, as well as a critical review of world literature, the current conceptual paper confirms that phenomena connected with financialisation affect the relative profitability of different assets on the supply side in main market economies taken into account. This moreover excludes both in theory and practice the emergence of the counterbalancing mechanisms which are normally assumed to be at work according to mainstream economic theory.

The present work clears the way for a more refined analysis of the mechanisms lying behind both the increased relevance of knowledge, human capital, innovation and the current lower profitability of investments in physical capital. Although introductory, the conclusions of the present study seem to the author to be particularly fruitful and useful for further refinements of studies involving the knowledge-based economy.

LOW PROFITABILITY OF PHYSICAL CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND RISING WEALTH TO INCOME RATIO

In earlier studies (Valente, 2016a; 2020a) based on Piketty (2014a), it was pointed out that a very relevant feature of the evolution of modern economies is that, as shown in Figure 1, higher income inequalities, lower economic growth and physical capital accumulation rates have appeared in all major market economies since the 1980s. Those trends can be, moreover, interpreted as a sign of lower
profitability of investments in physical capital (Valente, 2020a) in comparison to the former industrial or golden era phase of development of market economies during the period from the 1950s to the 1970s (Cf. i.e. Piketty, 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; Kunkel, 2014; Mikula, 2006). The affirmation of the phases of development characterized by:

– higher physical capital profitability, lower income inequalities, higher economic growth rate and higher physical capital accumulation in the period from the 1950s to the 1970s,

– lower physical capital profitability, higher income inequalities, lower physical capital accumulation and lower economic growth, as during the current knowledge-based economy phase,

could be explained based on Keynesian and Classical-Keynesian theory (Valente, 2020a).

According to the author and other scholars (Galbraith, 2014; Homburg, 2014; Kunkel, 2014), although significant in highlighting the problem and providing data on which the present study is based upon, the analysis proposed by Piketty (2014a) fails to integrate those trends with the knowledge-based literature (i.e. Godin, 2006; Jabłoński, 2012; Kelly, 2001; Mikula, 2006; Pietruszka-Ortyl, 2006) and mainstream endogenous growth theory (Aghion, Howitt, 1992; Galor, Moav, 2004; Lucas, 1988; 2004; Mankiw, Romer, Weil, 1992; Romer, 1986; 1994; Sala-i-Martin, 1990a; 1990b).

As well as the trends presented in Figure 1, however, a step increase in the wealth to income ratio similar to income inequalities variation has been observed since the 1980s (Cf. Figure 2 and Piketty, 2014a).

A careful consideration of this increase in wealth to income ratio can provide, according to the author, a sound base to understand the reasons lying behind the emergence of financialisation in modern economies. It also provides some suggestive fundaments upon which to base a more refined analysis of income distribution, economic growth and profitability of investment in different kinds of assets inter-linkages. It allows, as a matter of fact, the integration of the Piketty analysis.
with the knowledge-based economy literature and with mainstream and heterodox theory considerations, concerning income inequalities and their linkages with productive factors accumulation and economic growth. In the next section it seems worthwhile discussing in more detail the trends presented in Figure 2.
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**Wealth to income ratio and different kinds of assets available in an economic system**

Although Piketty (2014a) refers to these trends as ‘increases in the capital to income ratio’, and notwithstanding the relevant controversies concerning the physical capital definition present in economic theory, which also affect his work (Galbraith, 2014), the composition of capital, as per the Piketty formulation, is somewhat far from the typical definition of capital adopted in economics. It is instead closer to the concept of wealth as traditionally defined in economic theory. Capital according to Piketty (2014a) is, as can be easily observed in Figure 3, composed by the financial value of assets plus the market value of housing and agricultural land.

While at first glance seemingly troublesome (Galbraith, 2014; Homburg, 2014), the definition adopted by Piketty (2014a) is, however, really useful in linking Keynesian and Classical theory-based considerations concerning physical capital accumulation and its links with economic growth and income distribution, as well as the phenomena of financialisation and mainstream endogenous growth theory considerations concerning innovation, knowledge and human capital.

As already stressed by some (Homburg, 2014; Galbraith, 2014), the decomposition of Piketty’s (2014a) wealth to income ratios tends to support the conclusion that high income inequalities periods (1900s–1940s and since the 1980s) are characterised, respectively, by high land to income and high housing to
income values (Homburg, 2014). The statement that capital is back\textsuperscript{4}, as presented by Piketty (2014a), can then be considered misleading and must be rejected (Homburg, 2014; Galbraith, 2014).
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\textbf{Figure 3. Wealth to income ratio decomposition}

Source: own work on the basis of Piketty (2014a) datasets.

To the contrary, it is possible to suggest that the financial value of assets, which can be loosely reconnected to physical capital, was stable between 200 and 300\% of income value for the most part of the period taken into account – e.g. the whole of the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries. These data tend to support the idea that, as per the results of the Cambridge capital controversies, the financial value of capital does not necessarily univocally correlate with lower or higher availability of physical capital in terms of the amount of machine, plant, equipment or productive capacity (Galbraith, 2014)\textsuperscript{5}.

\textsuperscript{4} Considered both in the physical form of plant and machinery or in terms of the financial value of these kinds of assets.

\textsuperscript{5} This seems even more true if the unreported data in Figure 3 about the United States are taken into account. As any economist well acquainted with economic history would assume, it follows
Secondly, as per Piketty’s (2014a; 2014b; 2014c) arguments and in contradiction to the assumption prevalent in most of economic theory according to which economic system functioning can be simplified to a scenario in which different kinds of assets available can be left aside to focus just on physical capital, the availability of other assets composing wealth can be relevant in maintaining and further deepening the disparities in the distribution of wealth and income. Based on the correct appreciation of the Cambridge capital controversy, according to the author, it is possible to emphasise that from Piketty’s (2014a) data it logically derives that wealth owners are not interested in the form that their wealth takes (Piketty, 2014a; Garegnani, 2011; 2012; Galbraith, 2014). For them, any kind of asset is profitable and worth investing in until it continues to generate a positive amount of interest, profit or capital gain and ensures them the possibility of transferring to themselves or their heirs the actually possessed wealth and the currently saved income they add to it (Piketty, 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; Garegnani, 2011). Taking into account both the considerations of economists, surely better acquainted than Piketty with the Cambridge capital controversy, and the different roles played by wealth owners and entrepreneurs in an economic system, it seems possible to suggest that, in opposition to that assumed in mainstream neoclassical theory (Solow, 1956; Sala-i-Martin, 1990a; 1990b), a rise in income inequalities and an increase in the availability of savings do not necessarily imply an increase in physical capital accumulation.

If other assets exist, then increases in wealth and savings can, as a matter of fact, be reabsorbed partially or totally by an increase in the value of assets other than machines, equipment and durable goods employed by enterprises in the production of goods and services. Such an eventuality (which seems, to the author, to describe the situation actually taking place since the 1980s based on the data) leads then to the possibility that an increase in income inequalities, and an increase in the amount of the savings it supports, can very well generate an increase in the value of assets not directly employed in production, in comparison to the value of durable goods available at the company level or to the total value of companies operating within an economic system.

**Theoretical implications of the availability of different kinds of assets in an economic system**

When considering the theoretical implications of the data under analysis, the availability of different kinds of assets seems to loosen even further the...
linkage, so important in mainstream theoretical elaboration\textsuperscript{7}, between the supply of savings or capital supply, on the one hand, and investment demand and physical capital demand, on the other. This constitutes an additional argument supporting the independence of the investment decisions taken at the company level and physical capital accumulation at the aggregate level, from the amount of monetary funds available in the form of savings or capital supply in the economy. This can, moreover, be considered an additional argument confirming the appearance of acceleration mechanisms, which can be argued to have been at work during the whole of the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries, based on the data presented in Figure 1 (Valente, 2020a). If a relevant part of the savings and wealth is allotted to assets other than physical capital, it is indeed perfectly possible to raise capital accumulation even when the savings or wealth to income value are decreasing or remaining stable. Raising physical capital accumulation would, as a matter of fact, require just a reduction in the wealth owners’ investments in assets other than capital. Moving funds from one asset to another allows the financing of additional capital accumulation and investments without necessarily requiring an increase in total savings. At the same time, an increase in savings or accumulated wealth does not necessarily imply an increase in physical capital accumulation. These additional amounts of savings or wealth can be invested in completely different assets, such as those not generating any increase in physical capital accumulation.

The independence of investments and capital accumulation from savings and capital – or more properly wealth – supply is moreover in accordance with other theoretical arguments supporting the same result, such as those:

- presented by Keynes (1936) in his discussion of the paradox of thrift,
- provided by authors critical of mainstream theory during the Cambridge capital controversy, supporting the idea that physical capital availability in terms of productive capacity or whatever physical amounts of machines and equipment (e.g. vectorial term) and the financial value of the very same capital assets (i.e. its scalar measure) do not univocally correlate (Cohen, Harcourt, 2003; Garegnani, 1966; 1978; 1979; 2012; Han, Schefold, 2006; Harcourt, 1972; Pasinetti, Scazzieri, 2008; Samuelson, 1966; 1983; Sraffa, 1960; Valente, 2014).

\textsuperscript{7} Cf. (Galor, Moav, 2004; Lucas, 1988; 2004; Mankiw, Romer, Weil, 1992; Romer, 1986; 1994; Solow, 1956; Sala-i-Martin, 1990a; 1990b) with the critical considerations presented in (Petri, 2003; 2013; 2015; Setterfield, 2014; Valente, 2016a; 2016b).
The availability of assets that differ from physical capital in which wealth owners can lock their wealth weakens the mainstream idea that the increased availability of savings or wealth – normally labelled as capital – supply will lower interest rate, and through that incentivise an increased accumulation of capital in real terms on the demand side due to an easier and cheaper availability of funds to finance investments. In reality, other assets exist in an economic system, and wealth owners are not necessarily forced to lend their funds to entrepreneurs interested in borrowing them at a lower interest rate, to realise decreasingly profitable investments in productive capacity expansion as per both neoclassical theory of the decreasing marginal productivity of the factors employed in production (Cf. Eatwell, 1987; Samuelson, 1966) and Keynes’s (1936) schedule of marginal efficiency of capital. They can, instead, lock their wealth in other kinds of assets. It is perfectly possible for them to increase the funds allotted to:

- financing human capital accumulation, which is comparable to investments in equipment and machinery, at least if some kind of link between normal profits someone can expect to achieve investing in physical capital accumulation, and the profits in the form of higher wages in comparison to the ones an unqualified worker can expect to earn during his working life – a person needs to be convinced that they can achieve thanks to the time and the income which he/she dedicates, both directly and indirectly, to the improvement of his/her qualifications (Smith, 1776);
- funding research and development as well as innovation-connected activities, allowing companies to introduce new methods of production or to develop new – or significantly improved – goods and services;
- investing in assets whose value is less closely connected with any actual need of production, giving rise, in most cases, to their appreciation and eventually to speculative processes.9

8 As a matter of fact, the mechanisms discussed in the paper will also cause the loosening of counterbalancing mechanisms, which can be expected to be at work according to Keynesian and Classical theory. Although such implications will be discussed in other papers and left temporarily aside for the sake of space, according to the author this explains how, under a regime of increased income inequalities, stagnation in economic growth and physical capital accumulation – as occurred in 1900-1940 and the ongoing one started in the 1980s – can be sustainable for long periods of time, without harmful consequences for wealth owners. The availability of other assets does not, indeed, undermine just the more optimistic neoclassical point of view discussed in the main text, but undermines the pessimistic idea that the lower aggregate demand (though lower economic growth and less profitable capital accumulation) will compromise sooner or later the wealth owners’ own source of income. On the basis of the data, the author considers this mechanism to be not necessarily at work. Wealth owners can, indeed, continue to achieve high incomes based on sources different than the financing of stagnating and less profitable physical capital – or other production needs-connected assets. A lack of interventions supporting a rise of more production-oriented assets profitability or a reorientation of portfolio choices toward them will, however, still have negative effects on the economic system as a whole, leading, as at present, to lower economic growth, higher instability and more frequent demand driven crises.

9 Cf. considerations about land and housing prices in later parts of the main text.
Moreover, choosing other assets as an alternative to physical capital can be considered even more profitable from the point of view of wealth owners, if acceleration mechanisms are at work in the economic system as per Keynesian literature (Bhaduri, Marglin, 1990; Garegnani, 1962; 1983; Kalecki, 1974; 2013a; 2013b; Keynes, 1936; Lavoie, Stockhammer, 2013; Onran, Stockhammer, 2001a; 2001b). Based on this, it is possible to expect that the negative effects caused by rises in inequalities in income distribution, which will decrease the propensity to consume, employment, wages and aggregate demand, both in the short and the long run, will also generate a fall in physical capital accumulation profitability. As a result of income inequality increases, the demand for both physical capital and investment by firms will reduce, while the risk connected with the realisation of whatever amount of investment in physical capital will increase. Consequently, when, as in reality, other assets are available in the economy, then the wealth owners will judge lending their funds to subjects engaged in physical capital accumulation less profitable. In these cases it will be more reasonable for them to invest their wealth in other assets instead. Income inequality increases cannot, then, be expected to cause an increase of investment in physical capital and a reduction in the interest rate which savers and wealth owners perceive when lending their funds to companies, which would result in less profitable and more risky investments in productive capacity expansion. The increases in either income distribution inequalities or wealth to income ratio will be more likely to lead to changes in the allocation of wealth and the reorientation of portfolio choices away from physical capital and toward other assets, in accordance with what seems to emerge from the data in Figure 3 and Figure 4.  

Figure 4. Role of tangible and intangible assets in determination of companies market value
Source: author data based on (Pietruszka-Ortyl, 2006, Figure 3, p. 95).

10 The market value of companies presented in Figure 4 can be roughly considered a further decomposition of Other domestic capital category presented in Figure 3.
While more detailed argumentation is needed in the case of human capital accumulation and innovation, which will be for the most part postponed to other papers, the availability of housing and land provides a convincing argument to negate or at least encourage a serious questioning of the neoclassical assumption according to which autonomous forces reabsorbing the initial changes in income distribution and contrasting them will always appear.

As was strikingly evident in the case of the skyrocketing value of agricultural land to income ratio at the start of the 20th century, and to a lesser degree in the case of the rising value of housing to income ratio since the 1980s, if some assets alternative to physical capital are available in the economy and prone to appreciation without any direct connection to any production need in the economy (Cf. Galbraith, 2014; Homburg, 2014), then speculation will occur, being possible for the wealth owners to affect the value of both those assets and, eventually, the value of their own incomes and wealth. In considering the data, it seems obvious that the high land to income ratio experienced in the period from 1900s until the start of the 1950s has no justification in terms of increases in the quantities of land to income (Homburg, 2014). The quantity of agricultural land available in a given country is, indeed, for the most part fixed in amount. Similarly, relying just on the appearance of an unprecedented urbanisation process, which can be assumed to have been taking place in an unexpected and constant magnitude since the 1980s in such developed countries as the United States, the United Kingdom, France and Germany, does not appear to be a plausible explanation to justify the step increase in housing value registered in those countries in the same period. The appearance of housing appreciation, their quantity being almost stable in comparison to income, is then the most likely reason for the emergence of those data. It can be thus considered to be a case of financialisation and speculation, leading to significant increases in the unitary price of such an asset type (Galbraith, 2014; Homburg, 2014). This feature of the present phase of economic system evolution can thus be considered very relevant. Both the theoretic possibility that such phenomena can take place, and their actual occurrence in the present major market economies seem to the author worthy of consideration. Those phenomena can, as a matter of fact, help explain the evolution of income inequalities during the whole 20th and 21st centuries, provide a linkage between the different models available to explain the knowledge-based economy phenomena and allow the integration of the differ-

11 It seems worth pointing out that when aggregate demand and economic growth rate are lower and more unstable, a decrease in the profitability of physical capital accumulation will be registered, while more flexible human capital and innovation-oriented investment projects will become more attractive (Cf. Valente, 2020a; 2020b). Changes in fund allocations emerging from Figure 4, are, moreover, paralleled by changes in management strategies, which support a reorientation from physical capital toward human capital and innovation (Valente, 2020b). Investment decisions by entrepreneurs connected with wealth demand will thus partially reinforce the supply side mechanisms considered in this paper.
ent points of view concerning the phase of development of the modern economic system, which are available in the literature (Cf. Valente, 2020a).

CONCLUSIONS

The presented data and theoretical considerations primarily negate the idea that the more uneven income distribution is, and the higher the availability of savings or capital supply is, the greater will be the amount of investment and physical capital accumulation occurring in any given economic system. It is, furthermore, possible to exclude the idea that a more uneven income distribution and increased wealth and savings supply will lead to the appearance of lower interest rates perceived by wealth owners lending their funds to companies, and, similarly, it is unreasonable to expect that they will generate a fall in the profit rates attainable by entrepreneurs actually realising investments in physical capital accumulation. If instead of lending their increased wealth and savings at lower interest, wealth owners could allocate them to other sectors and invest them in other assets, as currently seems to be happening, then no automatic mechanism counterbalancing the initial inequalities in income distribution can be reasonably assumed to be at work, even in the very long run. This is, indeed, at odds with the appearance of any such kind of mechanism, to the contrary of what mainstream theory assumes both in its exogenous as well as in endogenous growth model versions.

Secondly – similarly to the independence of the investment decisions originally stressed by Keynes (1936) in the case of enterprises realising investments in physical capital – it seems logical to assume, based on the presented trends and considerations, that nobody in a free-market economy can force a saver or wealth owner to finance physical capital accumulation if other assets are at the same time available and profitable. This statement can, moreover, be considered even more true, if, as can be argued to happen under mainstream and Keynesian theoretic argumentation (Cf. i.e. Keynes, 1936; Garegnani, 1962; 1983; Kalecki, 1974; 2013a; 2013b; Lavoie, Stockhammer, 2013; Onran, Stockhammer, 2001a; 2001b; Galor, Moav, 2004; Lucas, 1988; Mankiw, Romer, Weil, 1992; Sala-i-Martin, 1990a; 1990b; Solow, 1956), an increase in funds allotted to physical capital accumulation also implies lower interest and/or higher risk for a wealth owner, decreasing investment profitability, increasing its riskiness or leading to both outcomes at once.

Thirdly, those mechanisms leading to portfolio choice changes have in all evidence to be taken into account. They can be, as a matter of fact, considered as a sound base to interlink different phenomena characteristic for the present phase of development of modern market economies. Together with the already provided analysis of data supporting the consideration of knowledge-based economy as a phase of development of modern economies characterised by low profitability
of investment in physical capital, high income inequalities, lower physical capital accumulation and lower economic growth rates (Valente, 2016a; 2020a), the present study provides some reasons to justify the persistence of such a regime of growth even over very long periods of time. Without taking into account portfolio choice changes and the existence of different assets, the long run affirmation of such a regime would have been unexplainable. It is worth emphasising that to improve the understanding of modern economic systems, it is crucial to include in the theoretical models those assets not directly connected with production needs, adding them to the physical capital and any number of other assets connected with production needs. Traditional models, not including assets not used as productive factors, would have supported the necessary appearance of tendencies revertting income inequalities increases and reductions in the profitability of assets used as production means, which we are not experiencing in modern economies in practice. In those models, a decrease in interest rate and profits would have negatively affected the wealth owner’s patrimony, putting autonomously under check any further rise of inequalities in the distribution of wealth and income. The availability of assets prone to appreciation and not connected with production needs, on the other hand, leads to the conclusion that such mechanisms would not necessarily appear. This can then explain how economies today can be facing a situation where the total wealth supply is constantly rising, while the accumulation of physical capital on the demand side is stagnating at the same time.

It is worth noting that together with the demand side effects on the entrepreneur’s willingness to invest in different production needs linked assets, this leads to the conclusion that, in opposition to what is assumed from the knowledge-based economy point of view (Cf. Valente, 2020a), no other need arises for the development of completely new theoretical models in order to interpret knowledge-based economy. A careful integration of Keynesian and Classical theorists’ considerations with some of the arguments available in mainstream endogenous growth theory (Valente, 2016b) and the study of historical evolution of management methods through the 20th and 21st centuries (Valente, 2018; 2019b; 2020b) seem, instead, the most fruitful directions for present research and the most profitable road to further refinement of the author’s analysis of the knowledge-based economy phenomena.
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**Summary**

Based on a data and literature analysis as well as autonomous theoretical reasoning and argumentation by the author, the present article discusses the relevance of financialisation and portfolio choice changes under the present phase of development of modern economies. Relying upon the earlier studies by the author which stress that knowledge-based economy can be characterised as a low profitability of investment in physical capital, higher income inequalities, lower physical capital and economic growth rate phase of the development of economic systems, the present work provides variously conceived arguments to support the idea that significant portfolio choice changes by wealth owners are a relevant feature of knowledge-based economy. Some of the implications of the economic theory of the availability of assets other than physical capital and other assets more connected with production needs were thus discussed, pointing out that this leads mainly to the negation of the necessary arrival of mainstream counterbalance mechanisms which support the affirmation of higher physical capital accumulation when higher income inequalities are recorded.

**Keywords:** Keynesian theory, income distribution, financialization, knowledge-based economy, economic growth.

**Gospodarka oparta na wiedzy: decyzje portfelowe posiadaczy bogactwa i finansyzacja, analiza podaży bogactwa**

**Streszczenie**

Na podstawie zarówno analizy danych, literatury naukowej, jak i samodzielnie opracowanej przez autora argumentacji i rozumowania teoretycznego, artykuł analizuje ważną rolę finansyzacji i zmian w doborze oraz optymalizacji portfelowej w obecnej fazie rozwoju współczesnych gospoda-
rek. W oparciu o wyniki wcześniejszych badań autora, z których wynikało, iż obecną fazę rozwoju można scharakteryzować jako okres niskiej opłacalności akumulacji kapitału fizycznego, wysokich nierówności w podziale dochodu, niskiego wzrostu gospodarczego i spowolnionej akumulacji kapitału, niniejsza praca przedstawia argumenty różnego pochodzenia, które popierają pogląd, iż znacząca realokacja portfelowa podejmowana przez posiadaczy majątku jest ważną cechą gospodarki opartej na wiedzy. Przedstawiono niektóre z implikacji związane z teorią ekonomiczną, jakie wynikają z dostępności aktywów różnych od kapitału fizycznego i innych aktywów bardziej związanych z potrzebami produkcyjnymi, podkreślając przy tym, że prowadzi to do negacji koniecznego pojawienia się automatycznych, równoważących mechanizmów, popieranych przez teorię neoklasyczną, na podstawie których pojawienie się wyższych nierówności w podziale dochodu prowadziłoby do występowania większej akumulacji kapitału fizycznego.

Słowa kluczowe: teoria Keynesowska, podział dochodu, finansyzacja, gospodarka oparta na wiedzy, wzrost gospodarczy.
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